Role of three-dimensional architecture in the urine concentrating mechanism of the rat renal inner medulla
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Pannabecker TL, Dantzler WH, Layton HE, Layton AT. Role of three-dimensional architecture in the urine concentrating mechanism of the rat renal inner medulla. Am J Physiol Renal Physiol 295: F1271–F1285, 2008. First published May 21, 2008; doi:10.1152/ajprenal.90252.2008.—Recent studies of three-dimensional architecture of rat renal inner medulla (IM) and expression of membrane proteins associated with fluid and solute transport in nephrons and vasculature have revealed structural and transport properties that likely impact the IM urine concentrating mechanism. These studies have shown that 1) IM descending thin limbs (DTLs) have at least two or three functionally distinct subsegments; 2) most ascending thin limbs (ATLs) and about half the ascending vasa recta (AVR) are arranged among clusters of collecting ducts (CDs), which form the organizing motif through the first 3–3.5 mm of the IM, whereas other ATLs and AVR, along with aquaporin-1-positive DTLs and urea transporter B-positive descending vasa recta (DVR), are external to the CD clusters; 3) ATLs, AVR, CDs, and interstitial cells delimit interstitial microdomains within the CD clusters; and 4) many of the longest loops of Henle form bends that include subsegments that run transversely along CDs that lie in the terminal 500 μm of the papilla tip. Based on a more comprehensive understanding of three-dimensional IM architecture, we distinguish two distinct countercurrent systems in the first 3–3.5 mm of the IM (an intra-CD cluster system and an inter-CD cluster system) and a third countercurrent system in the final 1.5–2 mm. Spatial arrangements of loop of Henle subsegments and multiple countercurrent systems throughout four distinct axial IM zones, as well as our initial mathematical model, are consistent with a solute-separation, solute-mixing mechanism for concentrating urine in the IM.
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MOST MAMMALS CAN PRODUCE A urine that is substantially hyperosmotic to plasma, a capability that allows them to sustain solute excretion while simultaneously conserving water. This urine concentrating capability is associated with the generation of an increasing osmolality gradient in all, or nearly all, medullary structures, as a function of increasing medullary distance from the corticomedullary boundary to the tip of the papilla. This gradient, which has been confirmed by many investigators (e.g., Refs. 17, 29, and 76), is generated by the accumulation of solutes in the cells, interstitial spaces, tubular spaces, and vascular spaces of the medulla (1, 2, 15). When vasopressin levels are sufficiently elevated [and thus the collecting duct (CD) epithelium is highly permeable to water], collecting duct fluid is concentrated by water efflux into the interstitium, which has an osmolality exceeding that of collecting duct tubular fluid. During maximum antidiuresis, the osmolality of that tubular fluid nearly equals that of the interstitium.

In 1942, Kuhn and Ryffel (35) published a study describing an apparatus that they had constructed to illustrate the principle that the urine concentrating capability of the kidney could arise from countercurrent flows coupled with osmotic differences between renal tubules. In 1951, Hargitay and Kuhn (18) hypothesized that a small osmotic pressure difference between the two limbs of Henle’s loop could be multiplied by the countercurrent flow in the loops to generate the medullary corticopapillary osmotic gradient. This hypothesis gained support in 1959 from micropuncture studies conducted by Gottschalk and Mylle (15) and from a mathematical model by Kuhn and Ramel (34). The micropuncture study, conducted in several species of urine concentrating rodents, demonstrated that fluid samples from adjacent inner medullary tubules and vessels were nearly equally hyperosmotic (relative to the blood plasma) and that fluid from the early distal tubule was markedly hyposmotic. The modeling study indicated that an osmotic pressure difference could be established between descending and ascending limbs of the loop of Henle by net transport of solute, unaccompanied by water, out of ascending limbs. This general concept, of countercurrent multiplication of an osmotic pressure difference sustained by active solute reabsorption...
from ascending limbs, has been widely accepted for the outer medulla, where active transport of NaCl out of the water-impermeable thick ascending limb has been demonstrated (6, 57). Modeling studies have shown that this active transport is sufficient to explain the generation of the osmotic gradient in the outer medulla (see, e.g., Ref. 37).

However, active solute transport coupled with countercurrent flow does not explain the concentrating process in the inner medulla (IM), where the steepest osmotic gradient is generated. The ascending thin limbs (ATLs) found in this region, while essentially impermeable to water (8, 16, 21, 79), have no significant active transepithelial transport of NaCl or of any other solute (21, 22, 47, 48). Most renal researchers believe that the generation of the inner medullary gradient involves countercurrent multiplication by the thin limbs of Henle’s loops with washout of the gradient limited by countercurrent exchange in the vasa recta; however, no specific mechanism for the generation of the gradient has gained general acceptance.

The most influential and most widely accepted theory for the generation of the inner medullary osmolality gradient is the “passive mechanism” hypothesis, proposed independently in 1972 by Kokko and Rector (32) and by Stephenson (64). The passive mechanism assumes that the interstitium has a much higher urea concentration than NaCl concentration and that fluid in Henle’s loops has a much higher NaCl concentration than urea concentration. If the ATL has a sufficiently high permeability to NaCl, and a sufficiently low permeability to urea, then much NaCl will diffuse (passively) from the ATL lumens into the interstitium, while little urea will diffuse from the interstitium into the thin limb lumen. If the concentration differences can be sustained, the interstitial fluid will be concentrated while the luminal fluid of the loop of Henle is diluted.

The passive mechanism hypothesis assumes that the concentrations are sustained by continuous diffusion of urea from the collecting duct lumen and by continuous delivery of tubular fluid having a high NaCl concentration to the ATL; this delivery depends on the descending thin limb’s (DTL) having sufficiently low NaCl and urea permeabilities that transepithelial concentration gradients are not dissipated along the course of the DTL. Thus the passive mechanism is critically dependent on specific loop-of-Henle permeabilities to NaCl and urea. However, mathematical models using measured values of urea permeability have generally been unable to generate a significant gradient, and those models using much reduced values of urea permeability do not concentrate to measured physiological maximum urine osmolalities, provided that urine flow is not reduced below physiological levels (60).

The inconsistency between measured urine osmolalities and the predictions of mathematical models has motivated the formulation of a number of alternative hypotheses and corresponding models that evaluate those hypotheses. Wexler and colleagues (71, 72, 75) investigated the potential role of increased anatomic complexity, including the three-dimensional structure of the medulla. Jen and Stephenson (25) hypothesized that the accumulation of an osmotically active substance in the interstitium or vasculature (e.g., an “external osmolyte”) could act as a concentrating agent. Thomas and collaborators, in a series of papers (19, 26, 68), investigated whether lactate could serve as an external osmolyte but acknowledged that such a mechanism appeared insufficient to account for the magnitude of the concentrating effect found in experiments (19). Several investigators have hypothesized that the muscular contractions of the pelvic wall, which induce periodic flow in tubules and vessels of the papilla, play a fundamental role in the IM concentrating mechanism (30, 62). Most recently, Knepper et al. (30) hypothesized that the hyaluronan in the IM interstitium acts as a transducer that transforms the energy of mechanical contractions into a concentrating effect. However, no evidence has been advanced that such a transformation is thermodynamically feasible. The attempts to reconcile mathematical models with the formation of highly concentrated urine have been extensively reviewed (23, 24, 30, 60, 69).

In this review, we summarize new findings on the three-dimensional functional architecture of the IM, and we consider the significance and implications of these findings for the inner medullary urine concentrating mechanism.

Approach to Three-Dimensional Architecture

By whatever mechanism the inner medullary osmotic gradient is produced, it seems reasonable to assume that the mechanism involves (or, is at least influenced by) the interactions of all renal tubular and vascular structures. Thus we believe that the mechanism can be fully understood only in terms of the kidney’s three-dimensional functional architecture. Although many aspects of the architecture of the IM can be gleaned from the classic light and electron micrographs of transverse sections of Kriz and coworkers (see, e.g., Refs. 24 and 33), the micrographs do not permit full visualization of three-dimensional tubular and vascular relationships. Therefore, during the past few years, we have been working to understand this functional architecture by using a computer-assisted process to reconstruct the vascular and tubular structures of the IM of the rat kidney (51–54). We chose to perform these initial reconstructions in the rat kidney because most of the work on the mammalian concentrating mechanism, as well as an enormous amount of work on renal physiology in general, has involved rats. However, our preliminary reconstructions in mice are in agreement with those in rats. Moreover, Zhai and coworkers (80) have recently used a related approach to reconstruct complete individual mouse nephrons. Although they have not examined the same anatomic relationships that we have, their findings in the mouse are compatible with ours in the rat.

Our three-dimensional reconstructions are based on serial transverse sections of the IM. Cross sections of tubules and vessels are labeled and distinguished by antibodies to segment-specific transporters and channels (51–53). We use semiautomated image acquisition in combination with graphical, volumetric modeling software to compile the serial sections into three-dimensional surface and volumetric representations of the tubules and vessels (51–54). We are currently using antibodies (51–53) raised against 1) the water channel aquaporin-1 (AQP1), for DTL identification and function; 2) the ClC-K1 chloride channel, for prebend and ATL identification and function; 3) the water channel aquaporin-2 (AQP2), for CD identification and function; 4) the urea transporter B (UT-B), for descending vasa recta (DVR) identification and function; 5) a protein of fenestral diaphragms (PV-1), for ascending vasa recta (AVR) identification; and 6) the heat shock-related pro-
tein αB-crystallin, for identification of those epithelial structures that do not express the other proteins.

Observations on Thin Limbs of Henle’s Loops

During the initial phase of our functional reconstructions, observations on the thin limbs of Henle’s loops (51) motivated the development of a mathematical model to investigate two modes for concentrating the urine in the IM (38). The observations are illustrated for sample loops in Fig. 1. First, the DTLs of those long loops having loop bends within the first millimeter of the IM do not express AQP1 (Fig. 1A) and presumably have little or no permeability to water.

Second, those loops having loop bends below the first millimeter of the IM express detectable AQP1 for only ~40% of their length below the outer medullary (OM)-IM border (Fig. 1B). Below this point they fail to express detectable AQP1 for the remaining 60% of their lengths (Fig. 1, B and C). Thus the longer the loop length, the longer the AQP1-positive and AQP1-negative segments. Indeed, no AQP1 is expressed in any DTL segments in the final 2.0–2.5 mm of the IM. Preliminary data indicate that AQP1 is also absent from the analogous segments in mouse kidneys (Pannabecker TL and Dantzler WH, unpublished observations). We assume that this AQP1-negative lower 60% of the DTLs is either impermeable to water as suggested by our preliminary perfusions of these specific segments (Evans KK, Pannabecker TL, and Dantzler WH, unpublished observations) or only very modestly permeable to water as observed by others during their perfusions of DTLs from deep in the rat IM (8). However, it is not certain that, in the latter study, the perfused segments having modest water permeability were entirely lacking AQP1.

Third, expression of the chloride channel CIC-K1 in each loop begins abruptly in the AQP1-negative portion of the DTL ~150–200 μm above the hairpin bend and then continues uniformly along the entire length of the ATL within the IM (Fig. 1, A–C). In contrast to the variable lengths of the AQP1-positive and AQP1-negative segments of the DTLs, which depend on the loop lengths, the prebend segments are approximately the same length (mean: 165 μm) in each loop, regardless of the length of the loops (51). There is no colocalization of CIC-K1 and AQP1 in any region of the thin limbs of Henle’s loops within the IM (51). Based on previous studies in isolated, perfused ATLs (20, 79), we assume that the entire CIC-K1-positive/AQP1-negative length of each loop (prebend and ATL) is essentially impermeable to water and highly permeable to chloride (and sodium).

Finally, although perfused tubule experiments have supported significant permeability to urea at least along some portions of thin limbs (9, 20, 45), our sections have shown no labeling for UT-A1, UT-A2, or UT-A4 in thin limbs below the first millimeter of the IM (38). These findings are in general agreement with the expression pattern indicated in other immunocytochemical studies (50, 70), although Wade et al. (70) reported colabeling of a UT-A type protein and AQP1 in DTLs from the base of the IM. The segmental distribution and density of urea transport proteins along loops of Henle of the IM are an important unresolved issue. In a mathematical model mode presented below (“pipe” mode), we assumed that only the portions of descending limbs that labeled for AQP1 have substantial urea permeability.

Studies in Mathematical Models

Based on the findings summarized above, we developed mathematical models for two potential concentrating modes, which we called the pipe mode and the “solute secretion” mode. In the pipe mode, the AQP1-negative portions of DTLs were regarded as being nearly impermeable to solutes (and thus like a pipe with respect to solutes) and as having moderately low water permeability; this mode is described in more detail below. In the solute secretion mode, the loops of Henle were assumed to have large urea permeabilities, but zero permeability to water in the AQP1-negative portions of DTLs; this mode, owing to urea secretion into these limb portions, resulted in the delivery of descending limb tubular fluid that was concentrated, relative to fluid in other structures, to the innermost IM. In both modes, the prebend segments and the ATLs were assumed to be highly permeable to NaCl. The models for both modes included loops with turns distributed densely along the corticopapillary axis to approximate loops turning back at all levels of the IM, and the epithelial transport area of CDs was scaled to represent CD coalescences. Also, the models for both modes used the central core assumption, proposed by Stephenson (64), in which the interstitium and vasculature are merged into a common compartment that carries absorbed fluid and solute back to the OM. Finally, the models for both modes assumed significant transepithelial NaCl transport from the CD lumen to the interstitium; such transport is indirectly supported by a substantial body of experimental data (73).
In model calculations, we found that the pipe mode gave better agreement (than the solute secretion mode) with pertinent micropuncture experiments by Pennell et al. (56), and thus we believe that the pipe mode is the more likely of the two modes to be representative of in vivo function. Therefore, we limit further treatment of these modes to the pipe mode (see details for both modes in Ref. 38). Sample results from the pipe mode are shown in Fig. 2; the model base case (labeled “BC”) was based on the findings and assumptions described above. Despite the model’s low urea permeability of AQP1-negative portions of DTLs, and low urea permeability in ATLs (1 × 10^{-5} cm/s), substantial urea entered the longest loop, as shown in Fig. 2C1. Nonetheless, the large NaCl concentration (represented by the Na^+ concentration) within the loop, and the relatively low NaCl concentration outside the loop, when coupled with high NaCl permeability in loop prebend segments and in the ATLs, resulted in a large efflux of NaCl around the loop bends (Fig. 2B1). Because the NaCl efflux from loops exceeds the influx of urea, the central core (i.e., merged interstitium and vasculature) is concentrated, and, consequently, the CD flows are concentrated (by osmotic water absorption) (Fig. 2A2), while the ATLs carry relatively dilute tubular fluid away from the loop bend (Fig. 2A1). The model concentrated to 1,265 mosmol/kgH_2O with an appropriate
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**Fig. 2.** Results from the “pipe mode” model. Solid lines, base case (BC); dashed lines, simulated UT-A1/A3-null rat (SKO), which was based on a uniform inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) urea permeability of 2 × 10^{-3} cm/s. ATL, longest ascending thin limb; DTL, longest descending thin limb; CD, collecting duct; CC, central core; A1 and A2: osmolalities; B1 and B2: Na^+ concentrations; C1 and C2: urea concentrations, as a function of IM depth; D1 and D2: concentrations of Na^+ and urea, respectively, in IM cross sections as a function of IM depth. Results for pipe mode adapted from Layton et al. (38).
urine flow, 0.0597 nl/(min × nephron). The NaCl and urea concentrations (466 and 223 mM, respectively) in the loop bend of the longest loop were similar to those reported by Pennell et al. (56) (475 and 287 mM, respectively). We acknowledge, however, that the pipe mode does not explain the very high urine osmolalities that have been found in some rats (nearly 3,000 mosmol/kgH₂O) (4).

The pipe mode may be regarded as a refinement of the passive mechanism that was proposed by Kokko and Rector (32) and Stephenson (64); however, the characterization of that mechanism as “passive” is misleading. Transport work is performed in the OM (mostly in thick ascending limbs) to separate NaCl from urea. Additional transport work is required in the CDs to actively transport NaCl to the interstitium and thus promote osmotic water absorption from the CDs and raise the urea concentration inside CDs, so that the urea will diffuse into the interstitium. In Layton et al. (38), we proposed that the passive mechanism is more appropriately called a “solute-separation, solute-mixing” (SSSM) mechanism, where the “mixing” refers to the intermingling, within the interstitium and vasculature, of NaCl from loops of Henle and urea from CDs.

A paradox of the pipe mode is that the model IM concentrates even though the ATLs of sufficiently long loops carry fluid into the OM that has a higher osmolality than the fluid in the corresponding DTLs at the IM-OM boundary. The resolution of this paradox is suggested by the osmolarity profiles for four representative long loops shown in Fig. 3. For long loops that are sufficiently short, the fluid in their ATLs at the OM-IM boundary is dilute relative to the fluid in corresponding DTLs at that level. Calculations show that when the contents of all the ATLs passing through the OM-IM boundary are combined, the net flow is dilute relative to the combined contents of all the DTLs.

Despite this resolution of the paradox, it would be much better, for the task of concentrating the IM, if the ATLs all carried fluid that is dilute relative to their respective DTLs into the IM. The principal reason that many ATLs instead carry concentrated fluid is that so much urea has been secreted into these loops, notwithstanding the low urea permeabilities that were assumed in the model. Moreover, the experimental evidence for substantial urea permeabilities in at least some portions of some DTLs and ATLs (20, 45) cannot be ignored, and no theory of the IM concentrating mechanism will be generally accepted without its being reconciled with that experimental evidence. Our findings regarding the three-dimensional relationships of tubules and vessels in the IM may contribute to such a reconciliation (see below), and these three-dimensional relationships may also help explain how very high urine osmolalities are obtained.

Three-Dimensional Lateral and Vertical Relationships of IM Tubules and Vessels

Loops of Henle and vasa recta are organized around CD clusters. From the OM-IM boundary to deep within the IM, the dominating organizing structural elements for the arrangement of the thin limbs of Henle’s loops and of the vasa recta are clearly distinguishable primary clusters of CDs (52, 53). The clusters appearing at the base of the IM are discrete groups of nearby CDs that, as they descend through the first 3.0–3.5 mm of the IM, coalesce to form a single CD, which joins with single CDs from other primary clusters to form new, but fewer, secondary clusters of CDs. Ducts continue to coalesce until only a few remain as the terminal ducts of Bellini at the papilla tip. The organizing pattern formed by these primary CD clusters, when viewed in transverse sections near the base of the IM, is shown in Fig. 4. This figure also shows that the DTLs of Henle’s loops are not uniformly distributed in transverse sections but are instead nearly always located outside and surrounding the primary CD clusters (52). Like the DTLs, the DVR are also arranged outside and around the CD clusters (Fig. 5A) (53). The three-dimensional arrangement of DTLs and DVR around a single primary CD cluster is shown in Fig. 6.

In contrast to the arrangement of the DTLs and DVR external to primary CD clusters, the ATLs and AVR are arranged nearly uniformly across the IM when viewed in transverse sections (Fig. 5, B and C) (52, 53). Therefore, ATLs and AVR are located both inside and outside the primary CD clusters (52, 53). The three-dimensional arrangement of ATLs and AVR both inside and outside a single primary CD cluster is shown in Fig. 7.

Lateral relationships of loops of Henle, vasa recta, and CDs suggest functional compartmentation and preferential interactions. This arrangement of thin limbs of Henle’s loops, vasa recta, and collecting ducts leads to significant lateral relationships. First, those ATLs within a CD cluster tend to be separated from their own DTLs, which are outside the cluster (52). This does not mean that the descending and ascending limbs of every individual loop are separated even at the base of the IM because some individual loops lie completely outside the clusters, and many DTLs and ATLs from different loops lie very close to each other outside the clusters (52). Moreover, the distance by which descending and ascending limbs of individual loops are separated from each other by their positions outside and inside the CD clusters decreases as the loops get longer. At the base of the IM, the ATLs closest to the center of each cluster belong to the very short loops with completely AQP-negative DTLs. ATLs further from the center belong to longer loops, and the ATLs at the border of the cluster belong to even longer loops. Thus, as the loops get longer and the branches of each CD cluster coalesce, the ATLs move toward the outside of the cluster and closer to their own DTLs. The position of the ATLs relative to the cluster is quantified in Fig. 8. However, in general, the two limbs of an individual loop do not appear to abut each other (Fig. 1) (51).

Second, the AVR lying inside the CD clusters appear to have a substantially different function from the AVR lying outside the collecting duct clusters in maintaining (and possibly estab-
showing CD clusters in blue surrounded by DTLs in white. Scale bar, 100 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (52).

Fig. 4. Transverse section of IM taken ~40 μm below the OM-IM boundary showing CD clusters in blue surrounded by DTLs in white. Scale bar, 100 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (52).

lishing) the inner medullary osmotic gradient. Nearly all the AVR inside the clusters closely abut a CD and lie parallel to it for a considerable distance on the corticopapillary axis (Figs. 9 and 10) (53). The close relationship between these AVR and each CD is shown in more detail in Fig. 11. The basal plasma membrane of each ascending vas rectum is typically positioned ~0.5–1.0 μm from the basal plasma membrane of the CD to which it abuts, but the AVR are not fused to the CD (Fig. 11B). Thus there is a clearly defined interstitial space between each ascending vas rectum and the CD. Although the AVR are not fused to the CDs that they abut, they are attached to these CDs by small basal processes arising from the vascular endothelial cells (Fig. 11, C and D), which have been described previously (5, 67). Throughout most of the IM, four of these AVR, on average, are arranged in a nearly symmetrical pattern around each CD so that ~55% of the surface area of each CD is closely apposed to the surface of AVR. As the terminal CDs increase markedly in diameter in the final 1.0 mm (especially the final 0.5 mm) of the papilla, the number of AVR abutting these CDs increases so that the fraction of surface area apposed to AVR remains essentially constant (54). This arrangement suggests that a major function of those AVR abutting CDs is to move absorbate from the CDs rapidly toward the base of the IM. In contrast, many of the AVR outside the CD clusters are arranged adjacent to the many fewer DVR (Fig. 9). This arrangement will favor countercurrent exchange between AVR and DVR, thereby delaying washout of solute from the IM and helping to preserve the osmotic gradient. However, in the final 1.5–2.0 mm of the IM, all vessels are fenestrated, there are no UT-B containing vessels, and there is no clear evidence of a systematic arrangement of descending and ascending vessels that could function readily in countercurrent exchange in this terminal region (54).

**Interstitial nodal spaces may serve as solute-mixing compartments.** The arrangement of the CDs and some of the AVR and ATLs inside the CD clusters form interstitial nodal spaces when viewed in transverse sections (Figs. 11A and 12) (53). These spaces are bordered on one side by a CD (in which axial tubular flow is away from the medullary base), on the opposite side by one or more ATLs (in which axial tubular flow is toward the medullary base), and on the other two sides by AVR (in which the axial vascular flow is toward the medullary base) (Figs. 11A and Fig. 12). This arrangement continues along the corticopapillary axis of the IM, but the spaces are almost certainly not simple columns (53). Several studies showing interstitial cells in a ladder-like arrangement along the corticopapillary axis (28, 43, 67) suggest that these interstitial nodal spaces are ~1 μm thick in the corticopapillary direction and are bordered above and below by transverse interstitial cells and/or their processes. Thus these interstitial nodal spaces, or microdomains, are probably arranged in stacks, not columns. The number of these spaces per unit volume of IM and their size is relatively constant throughout the upper 3–4 mm of the IM. However, as the loops of Henle turn back, particularly in the final millimeter, the number of these interstitial nodal spaces decreases slightly per papillary unit volume but their size increases markedly (54). Such repeating microdomains, each delimited by papillary-cortical-flowing ATLs and AVR on three sides, a cortical-papillary-flowing CD on the fourth side, and an interstitial cell or its processes above and below,
could facilitate solute mixing and thus play an important role in generating the IM osmotic gradient (see below).

Broad transverse bends of loops of Henle reside in the papillary tip. The bends of many loops of Henle change dramatically in the terminal 500 μm of the IM. About one-half the loops reaching this level, instead of having narrow hairpin bends with only small transverse segments, have bends with very broad transverse segments that include part of the CIC-K1-positive prebend region of the DTL and part of the CIC-K1-positive ATL (Fig. 13) (54). These broad bends tend to be close to and curved laterally around the terminal CDs in this region (Fig. 13). These transverse loop segments have not been described before and we are unaware of any transport studies that might have encompassed them. Moreover, aside from CIC-K1 expression, nothing is known about their expression of transport-related proteins. Nevertheless, because these broad transverse bends are CIC-K1 positive, we infer that, like the thin ascending limbs (20), they are highly permeable to sodium and chloride and may help deliver large amounts of these solutes to the interstitium at the very tip of the papilla despite the decrease in the number of loops reaching this region.

The Case for a SSSM Mechanism

Experiments support solute mixing and a special role for urea. As noted above, much effort has been directed to finding alternatives to the “passive” SSSM mechanism proposed by Kokko and Rector (32) and by Stephenson (64).
principal reason for seeking such alternatives has been microperfusion data that have indicated high urea permeabilities in long loops of Henle (9, 20, 45). Nonetheless, a substantial prima facie case can be made for a SSSM mechanism, and no convincing case has been made for any of the alternatives. Solute separation is generally acknowledged to occur, in that DTL tubular fluid entering the IM is believed to be rich in NaCl whereas the fluid entering the IMCD, under appropriate conditions, is believed to be rich in both urea and electrolytes (mostly KCl and NaCl), and the fluid in the terminal portion of the CDs can have urea as its predominant solute (10, 17). Moreover, ATLs in rat, hamster, and chinchilla have been found to be highly permeable to NaCl (9, 20), and, in the presence of vasopressin, the middle and terminal portions of the IMCDs have been found to be highly permeable to urea (27, 61). Because ATLs and CDs are generally found to be adjoining each other in the IM, and they appear to share common interstitial spaces (the nodes described above), there seems to be little reason to doubt that NaCl from ATLs mixes with urea from CDs, and that along with water absorbed from DTLs and IMCDs, these solutes form a substantial portion of the IM absorbate. Moreover, there is an active transepithelial transport process for NaCl, yet to be completely described, that not only expels NaCl from IMCDs but also aids the absorption of both water and urea from IMCDs (73) (the water absorption, by osmosis, is secondary to the NaCl absorption, and enhanced urea absorption, by facilitated diffusion, is secondary to the osmosis, which raises the CD tubular fluid urea concentration.
relative to interstitial urea concentration). The crucial, and unresolved, question is whether solute mixing is sufficient to explain the generation of the axial osmotic gradient by diluting the ATL fluid that enters the OM, relative to the fluid that enters the IM in DTLs, DVR, and CDs.

Several lines of evidence are consistent with, or supportive of, a solute-mixing mechanism. A number of experimental studies have suggested that urea plays a fundamental role in the concentrating mechanism of the IM (10-12, 14, 36, 58, 59, 77, 78). Mathematical models using reduced urea permeabilities and other idealized assumptions have demonstrated that, in principle, solute mixing can generate a substantial IM concentrating effect (38, 40, 42, 63, 65, 66). Studies in transgenic mice have shown that the elimination of transporter proteins that are thought to play a key role in IM solute mixing results in impaired urine concentrating capability. Mice lacking AQP1 (7) (found in upper DTLs) or ClC-K1 (found in long loop prebends and in ATLs) have greatly reduced concentrating capability, as do mice lacking UT-A1 and UT-A3 (found in IMCD) (11, 12). Moreover, urea transport proteins have not been identified in ATLs, and microperfusion studies show a scatter in urea permeabilities measured in ATL (20) (in hamster, values from ~3 to 40 × 10^-5 cm/s). Such a scatter suggests subpopulations of ATLs having differing urea permeabilities or variability in urea permeability as a function of location along ATLs.

Experiments in UT-A1/A3-null mice appear to be consistent with a SSSM mechanism. However, some findings appear to cast doubt on a fundamental role for a solute-mixing mechanism. Fenton and collaborators (11, 12) have interpreted their recent findings in UT-A1/A3-null mice as a disconfirmation of a SSSM concentrating mechanism in the IM. These mice, which in the antidiuretic state have very low IMCD urea permeabilities, have much reduced urine concentrating capability compared with antidiuretic wild-type mice.

Fig. 8. Relationships between proximity of ATLs to CDs and thin limb lengths. ATLs were categorized into 3 groups defined by their lateral relationships with CDs. Lengths of loops in each group (measured from IM base to loop bend; means ± SE) are shown for all ATLs associated with 3 primary CD clusters (open bars). The 3 mean values are significantly different from each other (ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test; P < 0.05). Modified from Pannabecker and Dantzler (52).

Fig. 9. Transverse section from near the base of the IM. A: IM AVR and capillaries (red) are symmetrically positioned around CDs (blue) and make intimate contact with adjacent CDs. This relationship extends from the base of the IM to the tip of the papilla for most CDs. IM UT-B-expressing DVR (green) tend to be distant from CDs. B: diagrammatic representation of tubules and vessels to facilitate pattern analysis. Scale bar, 30 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (53).

Fig. 10. Three-dimensional reconstruction of single CD segment (blue) with multiple AVR (red) butted up against it. Top: 90° axial rotation of segments shown in adjacent panels. Scale bar, 100 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (53).
tissue samples, and samples from portions of the IM, have shown relatively small differences in sodium concentration between wild-type and the UT-A1/A3-null mice (see Fig. 14). From these findings, Fenton et al. (11, 12) concluded that urea absorption from CDs has no significant effect on the accumulation of NaCl in the IM, and that, therefore, a SSSM mechanism like that described by Kokko and Rector (32) and by Stephenson (64) cannot be the mechanism that promotes NaCl accumulation in the IM.

However, when we conducted simulation experiments in our pipe mode model for the rat (38) that were analogous to the experiments conducted by Fenton et al. (11, 12), our results were similar to those reported by them in the transgenic mice. A comparison of basic results for our model’s BC and simulated knock-out (SKO) rat (i.e., simulated UT-A1/A3-null rat) is shown in Fig. 2. In our model, we reduced urea permeability from normally high physiological values (represented by an increasing permeability along the middle and terminal IMCD, attaining a maximum of $110 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s to $2 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s along the entire course of the IMCD. As shown in Fig. 2B2, we found differences in sodium concentration that were similar to those reported by Fenton et al. (11, 12). Compared with the BC, the SKO results show greatly reduced concentrating capability (Fig. 2, A1 and A2), and significantly reduced sodium and urea concentrations (Fig. 2, B1, B2, C1, and C2). Our simulated tissue slice results, which take into account the decreasing populations of loops and CDs (but do not include cells, which are not represented in our model), predict that sodium concentrations differ only in the deepest portion of the

Fig. 11. Electron micrographs showing transverse sections of CDs and AVR from –1.5 (A, B, and D) and 4 mm (C) below the base of the IM. A: CD surrounded by 4 AVR (asterisks). Other tubular structures surrounding the CD are ATLs. Interstitial nodal spaces (X) are formed between CD, AVR, and ATLs. Scale bar, 10 μm. B: AVR abuts CD with minimal direct contact. Scale bar, 1 μm. C: AVR abuts CD with microvillus (arrow). IS, interstitium. Scale bar: 1 μm. D: AVR abuts CD with microvilli (arrows). Scale bar, 1 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (53).

Fig. 12. One single CD in transverse section showing interstitial nodal spaces (X) between CD (blue), AVR (red), and ATLs (green) in a composite image of 2 sections 3 μm apart, from near the IM base. Open space in wall of central CD is the location of an intercalated cell, which does not label for AQP2. Scale bar, 10 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (53).

Fig. 13. Three-dimensional reconstruction of several papillary CDs (AQP2, blue), ATLs (CIC-1, green), and AQP1-null DTLs (AQP1 and α-B crystallin, yellow). Papillary surface epithelium is shown in gray. Tight narrow bends of loops of Henle (top 3 arrows) and wide transverse bends of loops of Henle (bottom 2 arrows) are shown. Wide transverse bends of 2 loops reaching to near the tip of the papilla almost completely encompass a final CD segment (blue) before its merging with the papillary wall (surface epithelium; translucent gray) to form a duct of Bellini. Relative diameters of loops and CDs in this image nearly approximate true dimensions. Scale bar, 200 μm. From Pannabecker and Dantzler (54).
IM (Fig. 2D1), and, consistent with the findings by Fenton and coworkers (11, 12), these calculations predict significantly less urea accumulation in the IM of transgenic animals than in wild-type animals (Fig. 2D2).

In Fig. 14 we compare results from the studies of Fenton et al. (11, 12) with our model results. In this figure, “IM” indicates the whole inner medulla, “IM1” indicates the base of the inner medulla, and a fraction following “IM” indicates an experiment or model calculation based on that fractional inner portion of the IM. In the case of the model results, the concentrations were weighted by cross-sectional area to obtain appropriate volume comparisons. The model results predict that a significant difference in sodium concentration may only be seen if comparisons are based on tissue from the innermost IM. Indeed, the model results suggest that the results found in vivo in UT-A1/A3-null mice are consistent with a SSSM mechanism and not inconsistent, as was claimed by Fenton and coworkers (11, 12).

In the interpretation of the data collected by Fenton and coworkers (11, 12), the volume where the highest IM concentrations are attained must be taken into consideration. Koepsell et al. (31) found steep exponential increases in NaCl– and Cl– tissue concentrations only in the final millimeter of the rat IM; those increases were as much as half of the total increase along the entire medulla. By consideration of the data collected by Becker (3), it can be estimated that the tissue volume in this final millimeter is ~4% of the total IM volume and <1% of the total volume of the rat renal medulla. These considerations suggest that the measurements from the mouse IM that were conducted by Fenton and coworkers (11, 12) are difficult to perform without the introduction of significant experimental error.

**Implications of Functional Anatomy**

As we continue to reconstruct the three-dimensional architecture of the IM, the emerging tubular-vascular patterns and relationships are suggesting new ideas about the solute and water exchanges that may be important for the urine concentrating mechanism. In the outer portion of the IM (the first 3–3.5 mm), the concentrating mechanism appears to be composed of two countercurrent systems: one localized in the central regions of the CD clusters, the other localized in the intercluster (or peripheral) regions that surround the CD clusters. A third countercurrent system appears to be localized in the inner portion of the IM (the last 1.5–2 mm), where the distinction between the central and peripheral regions is no longer present, but where transversely running loop of Henle portions that are of significant length and that label for CLC-K1 are present. These countercurrent systems appear to involve three functionally distinct subpopulations of long loops of Henle and perhaps as many as four distinct axial levels of the IM.

**An intracluster countercurrent system.** The countercurrent system in the central region of the CD cluster appears to function specifically to raise the osmolality of CD tubular fluid by facilitating the targeted delivery of NaCl via prebend segments and corresponding postbend segments of long loops and by mostly confining absorbed NaCl, urea, and water within the CD clusters. The microdomains (or nodal spaces) formed by the CDs, AVR, and ATLs appear ideally configured to mix NaCl from loops with absorbate from the CDs (which consists mostly of water, urea, and NaCl) to produce isolated sites of high osmolality that will promote water withdrawal from adjoining CDs. The AVR alongside the CDs provide, at each medullary level, a low-resistance sink for absorbed solutes and water. Moreover, the absorbate, which we believe to be somewhat hyperosmotic relative to CD fluid at each medullary level, is carried via these AVR to higher levels in the CD cluster, where the local absorbate will likely have lower solute concentrations and lower osmolality. At the higher medullary levels, the solutes may diffuse from the AVR into the microdomains and augment the local concentrating effect, and the AVR fluid may promote osmotic water withdrawal from the nodes. In addition, a diffusion of urea from the AVR high in the IM may help limit the diffusion of urea from CDs so that sufficient urea for a SSSM mechanism can be delivered by the CDs to the deeper IM. More generally, the ascension in AVR fluid that is concentrated relative to local fluid would contribute to an optimization of concentrating efficiency.

We consider the countercurrent system in the CD cluster to consist essentially of the downward flows in the CDs and the ascending flows in the AVR. The prebend and corresponding postbend segments of each loop of Henle may be present only locally, for a few hundred micrometers, within the CD cluster. Therefore, in the reference frame of the loop tubular flow, delivery of NaCl to the interstitium in the vicinity of CDs may occur only transiently. The osmotic impact of this NaCl delivery to CD cluster interstitium may be counterbalanced by urea secretion into the near-bend portion of the loop. However, urea secretion may be limited if the NaCl permeability of the loop epithelium is sufficiently large, relative to urea permeability,
and if the loop’s contact with the nodal microdomain is sufficiently brief (39).

**An intercluster countercurrent system.** In the outer 3–3.5 mm of the IM, the tubules and vessels of the peripheral regions of the CD clusters appear to form a second countercurrent system that is separated from the countercurrent system within the central regions of the CD clusters. In the peripheral regions, fluid in DTLs and DVR flows toward the tip of the papilla whereas fluid in ATLs and AVR flows toward the OM. It seems plausible that the principal role of this system is to remove water from the water-permeable portions of DTLs (the upper 40% of these limbs) and thus to raise the tubular fluid NaCl concentration within DTLs before they enter the central regions of the CD clusters and come in contact with the nodal spaces. The efflux of NaCl and urea from intercluster ATL portions and the upward flow of relatively concentrated AVR fluid may promote this water withdrawal, and the AVR may serve to carry the solute to the OM. Moreover, the separation of the loop-of-Henle portions in the CD cluster peripheral regions from the central CD clusters may shield those loop portions from the high NaCl and urea concentrations inside the clusters and thus serve to promote absorption of NaCl and urea from the intercluster ATLs into the interstitium of the cluster periphery. In addition, the absorption of NaCl and urea from ATLs may ensure that the fluid carried to the OM by ATLs has a sufficiently low osmolality that the overall concentrating function of the IM is not impaired through a needless osmotic dissipation.

**A papillary countercurrent system.** A third countercurrent system can be identified in the final 1.5–2 mm of the IM, where the central and peripheral regions of the CD clusters can no longer be distinguished, the DTLs are intermingled among all the other tubules and vessels, and the vasa recta are all fenestrated and DVR cannot be readily distinguished from AVR. In this portion of the IM, the highest osmolarities and the highest concentrations of urea and NaCl are attained, and here the steepest axial gradients in these quantities are found (17, 31). It may be appropriate to view the inner portion of the IM as the focus of processes in the 3–3.5 mm of the outer IM: those processes determine the concentrations and flow rates of the tubular fluids and blood that enter the inner 1.5–2 mm of the IM and, therefore, those processes must play a fundamental role in enabling the concentrating mechanism in the inner portion of the IM. Thus the fluid entering via DTLs will have had its NaCl concentration raised in the outer portion of the IM, the osmolality of blood entering via DVR will have been increased, and the tubular fluid in CDs not only will have been well concentrated but also will have had its urea concentration raised, relative to NaCl, so that urea diffusion will be enhanced in the inner IM. Moreover, experiments have shown that the highest CD urea permeabilities are found in the terminal portions of the CDs (27, 61), and our preliminary microperfusion experiments indicate that the DTLs are water impermeable at this depth. Thus the CDs and DTLs at this level appear to be well configured for the delivery of urea and NaCl, respectively, for a solute-mixing mechanism, while not adding an unnecessary fluid load to that mechanism. Furthermore, the loops of Henle reaching into the inner IM are, like the other long loops of the IM, configured to deliver NaCl deeply and plentifully in the IM. Some of the loops reaching into the inner IM are similar to shorter loops that have prebend segments that label for the CIC-K1 transporter and thus are likely to support a rapid efflux of NaCl in the loop portion that is localized around the hairpin-like loop bend. Other loop bends have a transverse segment that labels for CIC-K1 and that may deliver a NaCl flux that is nearly transversely localized within a narrow band of the corticomedullary axis (54). Mathematical models have indicated that such localized delivery is optimal for concentrating efficacy (38, 41, 46). However, this efficacy may be further enhanced by a three-dimensional feature common to many of the transverse segments: they wrap around nearby CDs (54). Finally, in the inner IM, nodal spaces are also present, although they are larger and have less regularity than in the central CD regions of the outer IM. These nodal spaces are likely to be the principal sites of solute mixing.

**Three distinguishable subpopulations of loops of Henle.** The three countercurrent systems of the IM can be understood in terms of three subpopulations of loops of Henle (although these three subpopulations do not coincide strictly with the three countercurrent systems distinguished above): 1) a subpopulation that corresponds to loops of Henle that reach no more than about 1 mm into the IM and that do not label for AQP1 in their descending limbs; 2) a subpopulation that corresponds to loops of Henle that reach >1 mm, and no more than ~3–3.5 mm, into the IM, that label for AQP1 in the upper ~40% of their descending limbs, and that usually enter and then ascend within the primary CD clusters for variable distances; and 3) a subpopulation of loops that reaches into the final 1–2 mm of the IM and that also label for AQP1 in the upper ~40% of their descending limbs. This third category of loops may be further divided into two subpopulations: a) those loops having standard hairpin turns, and b) those loops having transversely running terminal segments of significant lengths (mean length, 94 μm) (54).

The loops of subpopulation 1 appear to pass directly from the OM into the CD cluster. It is likely that these loops encounter significant urea concentrations in the upper IM from the CDs (which nonetheless apparently have a nontrivial urea permeability of ~3 × 10⁻⁵ cm/s at this level) (61) and, more importantly, from AVR that carry urea-laden fluid from deep in the IM. Owing to a high NaCl permeability in the prebend segment and in the entire IM ATL segment, significant NaCl is likely absorbed, and the ATL tubular fluid that reenters the OM is likely to be hypopsmotic relative to the fluid in the corresponding DTLs at the OM-IM boundary.

The loops of subpopulation 2 appear to be more specialized. The first ~40% of their DTLs are AQP1 positive, and our unpublished results show that they are highly water permeable. However, the terminal portions lack AQP1, and our preliminary data indicate that they are water impermeable. Consistent with classic descriptions of the IM countercurrent system, we hypothesize that the role of water permeability in the upper ~40% of these DTLs is to allow water absorption so that tubular fluid NaCl concentrations can be elevated for the purpose of promoting plentiful NaCl delivery from loop bends to the microdomains within CD clusters. This water absorption may be driven by 1) relatively hyperosmotic fluid carried by nearby AVR from deep in the IM and 2) absorption of NaCl (and, also, perhaps urea; see above) from the corresponding ATLs after their return from the CD cluster.

The loops of subpopulation 3a are in most respects like those of subpopulation 2, except that their loop bends are...
alongside CDs of the innermost papilla and interact with microdomains there. It is likely that the distal, AQP1-null portions of the DTLs from subpopulation 3a are near enough to the terminal portions of the CD clusters to come under the influence of the concentrating effects generated by the longest loops of subpopulation 2, provided that the distal DTL portions of subpopulation 3a are sufficiently permeable to water. The loops of subpopulation 3b are similar to those of 3a, except that their transversely running terminal loop segments will allow NaCl absorption from each such segment at essentially one point of the corticopapillary axis. The impact of this absorption will be similar to the Dirac delta function-like absorption that has been predicted to be optimally efficacious (41). The transversely running segments, which are localized in the last half-millimeter of the IM, may be an essential component in the dramatic final stage of urine concentration, which is marked by a steep exponential increase in NaCl concentration (31).

Significance of urea permeability variation along loops of Henle remains an enigma. Critical and interrelated issues in the central CD regions and in the inner portion of the IM are the role of urea, the degree of net solute absorption from the ATLs, and the capacity of the loops to act as a countercurrent system in which DTL fluid is concentrated while ATL is rendered hyposmotic relative to, e.g., CD tubular fluid at the same level. These issues are made difficult by a lack of information about urea permeabilities in long loops of Henle as a function of loop length and location along the loop. Moreover, determination of urea concentrations within the central regions of the CD clusters will be difficult without highly sophisticated modeling or very significant advances in experimental technology. However, it seems likely that there will be sufficient urea within the CD clusters to promote the passive absorption of NaCl along much of the ATL.

Because urea entry into loops of Henle of the IM has been found in mathematical models to be severely dissipative of the corticomedullary osmotic gradient (38, 42, 49, 65, 66, 74), a hypothetical zero permeability to urea in IM loops of Henle may seem at first consideration to be ideal for a SSSM concentrating mechanism. However, the case of zero permeability ignores a need for solute cycling in sustaining sufficient urea for absorption from CDs, and it ignores the likelihood that a significant degree of basal urea permeability (~1–2 × 10⁻⁵ cm/s) may exist (13, 61), which may result in significant urea entry into loops of Henle owing to large inward-directed transepithelial urea gradients. Moreover, high urea permeability, especially in ATL portions of the IM that ascend near the OM-IM boundary, could serve to promote urea efflux from ATL, to dilute ATL tubular fluid, and perhaps to concentrate DTL tubular fluid. In DTLs, CDs, and DVR, experimental evidence indicates that urea permeability properties vary along the OM-IM axis, as do various other transport properties (38, 44, 61, 70). Thus it seems to us likely that the urea transport properties along the ATLs might also vary to serve the exigencies of a SSSM urine concentrating mechanism.

Conclusions

We consider the IM to be an intricate, highly specialized structure, having, as one of its important functions, a capability to produce highly concentrated urine. Our investigations suggest that the final concentrating process is accomplished in stages that can be associated with subsections, or zones, of the IM where distinguishable subpopulations of loops have their bends (loop turns). Four such zones are distinguishable based on data from Pannabecker et al. (55) (Fig. 15): 1) an outermost zone, OZ1, of ~1-mm thickness, just below the outer medulla, where loops expressing negligible or no AQP1 have their bends; 2) a larger outer zone, OZ2, just below the outermost zone, 2–2.5 mm in thickness, which contains well-organized CD clusters where tubules and vessels are tightly packed and where loops bend within the central portions of the clusters; 3) an “outer” inner zone, IZ1, where the organization of the CD clusters is diminishing and all vasa recta are fenestrated; and 4) an innermost zone, IZ2, where CD clusters can no longer be distinguished, where the CDs appear to dominate all other structures, where all vasa recta are fenestrated, and where a large fraction of loops exhibit substantial transversely running segments. The two inner zones make up the ~1.5–2 mm of the papilla.

The IM anatomy and patterns of transporter labeling described herein, and the plausible ramifications of those findings as set forth above, are consistent with a SSSM concentrating mechanism in the rat IM. Therefore, we believe that it is premature to dismiss a SSSM mechanism as the fundamental principle of the IM urine concentrating process. However, we acknowledge that more subtle biophysical principles may also

Fig. 15. Four zones of the IM are distinguishable based on data from Pannabecker et al. (55). These include an outer zone, OZ, which encompasses the initial 3.0–3.5 mm below the OM/IM border and includes OZ1 and OZ2. CD clusters which coalesce into single CDs are shown in blue. AQP1-positive and AQP1-negative DTLs are shown in red and yellow, respectively. Prebend segments and ATLs are shown in green. In the OZ, CD clusters form the organizing motif around which loops of Henle and blood vessels (not shown) are arranged in an organized fashion. OZ1 includes those loops that express no detectable AQP1. Loops expressing AQP1 along their initial 40% are present in OZ1 and OZ2. An inner zone, IZ, encompasses the terminal 1.5–2.0 mm and includes IZ1 and IZ2. In the IZ, the central organizing motif of CD clusters is diminished and no detectable AQP1 is expressed in DTLs. No detectable AQP1 or UT-B is expressed in blood vessels, and all vasa recta are fenestrated. IZ2 includes the terminal 500 μm of the papilla tip where transverse-running segments lie. See text for additional details. Scale bar, 1 mm along the axial dimension; lateral dimensions are not to scale.
be at work, and that these principles may augment a SSSM mechanism, or that such principles may be fundamental to the urine concentrating mechanism of the IM. The certain identification of the IM concentrating mechanism will require much more experimental and theoretical investigation.
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